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Abstract-Drowsiness especially in long distance journeys is a
key factor in traffic accidents. In this paper a new module for au
tomatic driver drowsiness detection based on visual information
and Artificial Intelligence is presented. T he aim of this system is
to locate, track and analyze both the driver's face and eyes to
compute a drowsiness index to prevent accidents. Both face and
eye detection is performed by Haar-like features and AdaBoost
classifiers. In order to achieve better accuracy in face tracking,
we propose a new method which is combination of detection
and object tracking. Proposed face tracking method, also has
capability to self correction. After eye region is found, Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) is employed to extract eye characteristics.
Using these features, an SVM classifier was trained to perform
eye state analysis. To evaluate the effectiveness of proposed
method, a drowsy person was pictured, while his EEG signals
were taken. In this video we were able to track face by an
accuracy of 100% and detecting eye blink by accuracy of 98.4%.
Also we can calculate face orientation and tilt using eye position
which is valuable knowledge about driver concentration. Finally,
we can make a decision about drowsiness and distraction of the
driver. Experimental results show high accuracy in each section
which makes this system reliable for driver drowsiness detection.

Keywords-face detection, face tracking, eye state analysis,
AdaBoost and LBP.

I.

INT RODUCT ION

Sleep Related Vehicle Accidents has the biggest part in
traffic accidents. 30% of all injuries and fatalities have been
caused by drowsiness globally [1]. Annually 20% of all
accidents are caused by fatigue and distractions [2]. In the
USA 100,000 vehicle accidents had been occurred every year
which lead to $12 billion [3]. 20% of road accidents in the
UK are because of this problem [4].
According to this statistic there is huge need to build a
system for monitoring the drivers and measuring their level of
attention. These kinds of systems are categorized in Advance
Driver Assistance System (ADAS). The goal of such system
is to increase vehicle safety with employing new technologies
and also decreasing dangerous situation that might happen for
passengers and vehicle.
There are three ways to deal with this problem. First way to
do this is making vehicle more intelligent. This work can be
done by using multiple sensors and subsystems such as wheel
angle measuring sensors and laser scanners for measuring
distance between vehicle and obstacle and pedestrian detector
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which is based on image processing technique [5], [6], [7].
However this method is not intrusive but they depend on driver
skills and road or vehicle type which cause to degrade the
performance of this kind of ADAS.
Another way is based on vital signals such as EEG and
ECG [8], [9]. This method is very accurate and also is the
best reference for making decision about driver drowsiness
and fatigue. However multiple sensors must attach to driver
which make the driver inconvenient.
In the third method, detecting driver drowsiness and distrac
tion are performed using facial image processing [10], [11],
[12]. Fortunately human face produces distinctive characteris
tics in different states. In drowsiness situation many visual cues
can be detected in human face, such as eye blinking, yawning
and head movement. According to this characteristics, analysis
of facial image is the most feasible and appropriate way to do
this. The goal of proposed system is to monitor and alarm
the driver to prevent any accident that might be caused by
drowsiness and distraction.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. A general
framework of the proposed system is presented in Section
2. In Section 3 we introduce our face tracking method and
other subsystems which have been used in it. Sections 4
and 5 discuss eye detection and state analysis. Section 6
explains the way we measure distraction. Section 7 shows
experimental results and discussion are given about proposed
method. Section 8 presents conclusion.

II.

W ARNING SYSTEM DESIGN

Every drowsiness detection system has several main mod
ules such as face and eye detection, tracking, etc. In [13] a
new algorithm for detecting iris, pupil and lips based on color
information is proposed. This algorithm could analyze eye
state and make decision about level of fatigue. D'Orazio et al.
[14] searches eye region in whole image with this assumption
that sclera is always brighter than iris. Then employed Hough
transform to gathering some candidate region. Finally using
Neural Network, they classify eyes and non-eyes regions.
The main problems of this system are that it can only work
when eyes are visible and it is not robust to illumination
changes. Horng et al. [15] used eye color model in HSI space
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Block diagram of proposed system for drowsiness and distraction detection

for detecting eyes. Driver is detected as drowsiness if the eyes
are closed for five consecutive frames.
According to what has been presented, we propose a
new structure for driver drowsiness detection system. Block
diagram of proposed system illustrated in Fig. I. It would
be interesting to note that proposed system operates using
gray level images. We will describe each block of proposed
system in following sections.
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Face tracking system must be robust to head movement,
rotation, pose variation and illumination changes. To achieve
this goal we propose a method to use face detection and object
tracking systems simultaneously. This combination gives us
the opportunity to utilize advantages of two programs together.
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A. Face Detection

For the face detection process, proposed system uses Vi
ola and Iones(VJ) method [16] which based on machine
learning approach for visual object detection. This method
takes advantage of three different features which are integral
image, AdaBoost technique and the cascade classifier. With
these features it can achieve near real-time speed and correct
detection rate as high as 90%. One of the important advantages
of this method is robustness to light condition changes [10].
It cannot work properly when face turns and exits from the
frontal view to the camera. This method can detect faces that
are tilted up to ±15 degrees in plane and ±45 degrees out of
plane [16]. Fig. 2 shows true face position and VI estimated
position for 100 frames of Hide [17] video. True position was
determined manually by hand. As we can see VI method is
very accurate but it can just detect the face in a few frames.

B. Object Tracking

For object tracking we use Ning et al. method [IS], This
method is based on mean shift. In addition to use color
histogram, this method utilized LBP [19] pattern and propose
joint color-texture histogram method which represent target
very distinctive and effective.
The LBP operator labeling pixels in image [19]. This
process was done by thresholding center pixel with its neigh
borhoods. LBP operator can be defining as follows:

P-l
LBPP,R(Xe, Yc)

=

L s(gp - gc) 2P

p=o

(I)

where ge is gray level of center pixel and gp is gray level of
P pixels around center with radius R and the function sex) is
defined as follows:
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switches between detection and tracking system and more
computational time. So, determining optimum threshold is
necessary with constraint on computational power. We use
0.08 for this value which came from experiment and lead to
good performance.

D. Decision Rules

(2)

Fig. 3 shows an example of LBPs.l. One drawback to
this object tracking method in face tracking process is the
size of surrounding rectangle is not adaptive. Therefore if
the distance between head and camera reduces, face appears
much bigger than the rectangle size, which is determined at
first frame. So this size of rectangle could not cover whole
face. Another problem of this method is that it could not work
properly in gray level images whereas mean shift method
depends on color histogram [20]. This causes mean shift
algorithm achieves poor representation of the target and leads
to divergence and inaccurate target tracking. This problem is
more obvious when face came back to frontal view from side
view, because in this situation, face posture changes very fast.

C. Feedback System

Consider the object tracking module is the main part of
proposed face tracking subsystem, as realized it could diverge
or loose target. Thus to overcome this problem, we proposed
a feedback system to detect and measure any divergence
from true position at the output of object tracking system
and correct this error. Therefore if true representation of face
was available, this image could be stored as a reference and
compared to output of object tracking system to measure
accuracy of rectangle position that contains face image.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, if face detection system could find
face position, this position is very accurate and very close
to the true one. Because cascade structure that is used in VI
method makes this face detection system to have very low
false positive rate [16]. So, this advantage gives us confidence
that the rectangle which determined by this method, contains
the face and is not a false object. For making a reference
image, we use LBP operator. As mentioned earlier one of the
advantages of LBP textures is that they don't depend on color
or illumination of picture.
Once LBP image of reference and output have been
calculated, two dimensional correlation could be used to
measure the differences between these two images. The
bigger the number, the smaller the divergence. Therefore
when divergence is bigger than the threshold, feedback system
pass control to detection system to find true face position and
re-initialize object tracking system. Smaller threshold leads
to better face localization in each frame but also causes more

Because the detection and tracking systems are imperfect,
there is strong need to enforce several simple rules. At
the starting point of proposed system and when the first
frame loaded to system, decision box always pass control
to detection system until the face is found. After passing
this level, if detection system couldn't find the face, decision
box passes control to the next section and then initializes
tracking system with the last face position. If the assumption
of soft head movement is valid, in each frame that face
detection system, outputs the position whereas is far from
the last position, we assume face detection system make
a mistake and that output is false alarm. So decision box
passes control to the next section and uses last position of face.

IV.

EYE DETECT ION

Locating the position of eye is difficult task due to
many factors such as lighting condition, expression, facial
shadowing, etc. After the position of face has been obtained,
locating the eye can be done with better accuracy. As
mentioned about the benefit and reliability of Adaboost [16]
we utilize this method to detecting eyes. As what was said
before this method is not robust to pose variation. However
we use this disability as an advantage in distraction detection
system. If eye could not be detected we can assume that
the driver don't look at forward. So this situation can be
categorized in distraction state and must alarms the driver.

V. E YE

STATE ANALY SIS

To detecting drowsiness it is necessary to know eye state
that is open or close. Eye state classification is difficult
due to some parameters. According to the efficiency and
low computational time of Support Vector Machine (SVM),
proposed system use this method to analysis eye state. After
eye has been detected, LBP operator has been used to extract
eye characteristics. Independency of LBP from illumination
lead to more precision in eye state analysis. In the next stage,
feature vector obtained from sub-window that introduced by
Chen and Kubo [21]. Feature vector d compute from LBP
image G(x,y) with the sub-window size 5 by 6 as follow:
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TABLE I

QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS IN TERMS
Method

Sequence

Total Frames

Proposed Method
Ning et al. [18]

Ca)

�

456

Proposed Method
Ning et al. [18]

30

Q)
0

Smiley

IVT [24]

40

OJ'

Dudek

573

RMSE AND SPEED
RMSE

SpeedCfps)

5.15

99.7

10.92

110

41.77

1.87

6.78

88.23

24.6

110

20

IVT [24]

5.32

1.1

Proposed Method

6.95

92.3

10

Ning et al. [18]

0

Proposed Method
Ning et al. [18]

-10

-20

459

Hide

220

James

-30

8.73

110

6.42

84.5

7.4

110
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Cb)
Fig. 4. An example of face orientation measuring: Ca) frame 15, 30, 45 of
James video [17] are displayed. Cb) corresponding angle for 60 frame.

VI. DISTRACTION
It is estimated that 20% of traffic accidents are caused by
driver distraction [2]. To detect this characteristic the drivers
face should be studied because the pose of the face contains
information about ones attention, gaze, and level of fatigue
[10]. To verify driver distraction the following procedure has
been implemented. Face orientation is estimated using the eye
position, with the following equation:
(4)
where �x
x2 - xl, �y y2 - yl, (xl, yI), and (x2, y2)
correspond to the left and right eye center positions,
respectively. Fig. 4 shows an example of face orientation and
its corresponding angle for 60 consecutive frames. Decision
boundary could be define as follows:
=

=

FaceOrientation

{

=

Right,
Front,
Left,

V II.

e > 8°
lei � 8°
e< _8°

(5)

EXP ERIMENTAL RESULT

In this section we demonstrate the robustness and efficiency
of proposed system using multiple video and quantitative
results. Proposed system implemented in MATLAB version
7.S.0.347 and run on a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo 2.S GHz
CPU and 4 GB RAM. All videos frames are scaled to
350 x 240 pixels for faster execution. Four video sequences
were employed to assess the performance of proposed method.
Hide and James video obtained from HondaJUCSD Video
Database [17], third video is well known Dudek sequence [22]
and the fourth video is Smiley [23].

Sequence

Eye Blink

Correct Rate

ZJUI

24

100

ZJU2

20

100

ZJU3

24

96

ZJU4

23

95.65

Talking Face

13

100

Average

-

98.33

For measuring accuracy of proposed face tracking method
we directly compare our tracking results to IVT [24] and Ning
et al. [lS] methods by employing the average root mean square
error (rmse) between the ground-truth and estimated positions
to assess tracking performance. Table I presents these values
and also shows computational speed for each method in each
video. Proposed face tracking method outperforms Ning et al.
method [lS] in all sequences and IVT [24] in Smiley video
and also much faster than IVT method.
In eye state analysis the main objective of the SVM training
is to obtain the best parameters and the best kernel. After
several SVM training experiments, it was decided to use the
RBF kernel with the Sigma value equal to 30. Two datasets
were used to test this method. The first one is the ZJU
Eyeblink [25], which comprises SO short videos having II,SOO
frames (350 x 240) captured from 20 Chinese people at a
capturing speed of 30 fps. They include 255 blinks totaly. The
second database is the Talking Face Video database, which
contains one video having 5000 frames captured from one
male engaged in conversation. It includes 61 blinks totaly.
This corresponds to approximately 200 seconds of recording;
the consequent capturing speed can be estimated to be approx
imately 25 fps. Table II shows the results of eye blink detection
(every peroson has 4 video in ZJU dataset, we showing the
results of these videos in one row).
To evaluate the effectiveness of proposed system, a drowsy
person was pictured. The video length is approximately 45
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Fig. 5.

An example of drowsy video.

minutes and was taken around the midday. Also the EEG
signals were recorded along with imaging. As we mentioned
before EEG signals are very good reference to detecting
drowsiness. Fig. 5 shows one frame of drowsy video. One
of these signals is taken from the eye which shows eye
closure state and we use this one as a reference for eye blink
detection. Finally by employing proposed system we could
track face by an accuracy of 100% and detecting eye blink
by accuracy of 98.4%.

V III.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a new system has been presented to monitor
and detect driver drowsiness and distraction. This system
uses advance technologies based on computer vision and
artificial intelligence. For face tracking we employed feedback
system using LBP, to prevent divergence and losing the target.
Because of feedback system, detection and tracking modules
can cooperate with each other. Eye state analysis performed
by SVM with features which extracted using LBP operator.
The proposed algorithm for face tracking and eye state
analysis is shown to be robust and accurate for varying light,
background changes and facial orientation. The system is
also observed to provide agreeable results.
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